OUTLINE DIMENSION DRAWING W CAST IRON TOTALLY ENCLOSED FAN COOLED
132S/M X FRAME FEET AND D FLANGE MOUNTED MOTOR

EXTERNAL EARTH

4 HOLES Ø15 EQUI-SPACED ON A 265 P.C.D.

CABLE ENTRIES 2xCM25

45°

CONDUIT ENTRIES: TERMINAL BOX CAN BE ROTATED AT 90° INTERVALS

TERMINAL BOX POSITION:- CAN BE ARRANGED AT EITHER 9, 12 OR 3 O'CLOCK

SHAFT TAPPED M12x28 TO DIN 332

SHAFT SECTION

4 HOLES Ø12 EQUI-SPACED ON A 265 P.C.D.

ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS

FIRST ANGLE PROJECTION
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